
 

EUREKA by Marcos Cruz

More than a magical coloring book, it is a book with many animations and
different magical applications, five effects in a single book, a very original idea
that has to be in your briefcase.

The Magical Cartoon Rabbits:
He shows the book and turns pages after pages and the magician begins to act
by taking a rabbit out of his hat and with the help of magic words he will take
more rabbits out of the hat, ideal for magical narration.

The avenger's book of predictions:
Show the cards of the characters of THE AVENGER, make the audience select
one, if possible blindfold, you will not be able to guess which card was selected,
but you left the EUREKA book looking at everything, take the book and indicate
that the magician who is printed in the book, he will take the selected card out of
his hat,With the help of the magic words and turning pages after pages the
animation begins and the magician will draw the selected card, driving the whole
audience crazy. You have two prediction options Spiderman or Hulk.

Sweet book:
He selects a public from the audience and comments that the EUREKA book has
a surprise for him (it could be for different reasons: it is a good public, it is his
birthday, etc).Indicate that inside his hat the magician has many surprises, turn
pages after pages and the magician will take a treat out of his hat and throw it out
of the book. everyone will be speechless.

Explosive magic:
Show the book and turn pages after pages the magician has a big surprise inside
his hat, oh no an explosion everything begins to fill with smoke and the magician
disappears, ask the audience where the magician will be, play with the audience
to close with a flourish.

Lively Book Talk:
We are already reaching the end of your program and at the end of the book
cover is the magician, ask him why he left the book and he will answer you for
the explosion, now the magician can speak, present your ventriloquism routine.

This is EUREKA!
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You have more than 15 minutes of routine, each routine can be presented
individually, the book is a good A4 size, the image is large, 6 passes and of good
quality.

Includes: book, Avengers cards, candy tag, ventriloquist sleeve and instructions.

Don't wait any longer and get it.
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